


Making the world taste better. 
For good. We are a global team of innovative scientists, ground-breaking technologists and  

creative thinkers delivering exceptional natural extracts and ingredients enjoyed  
by millions of people, every day. 

We understand the global coffee market, that’s why our diverse portfolio of brewed  
coffee extracts are re-defining what’s possible in this fast-evolving industry and our 

carefully crafted product range provides the world’s leading brands with powerful  
solutions that deliver on flavour every time. 

The industries we serve have a significant impact on the environment. And as a  
business that takes its responsibilities seriously, we are owning the part we play  

in this. We are working hard to create extracts and ingredients people love, in  
such a way that protects people, and our planet. 

Find out more at www.treatt.com/sustainability
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We are a global team of coffee experts and beverage developers with  
expertise in sourcing, roasting and extraction. We marry our passion  
for coffee with world class technical know-how. 

Using our gentle brewing process, we consistently deliver great tasting  
products, at scale, without sacrificing the true to brew profile.

We know one brew doesn’t suit all, that’s why our experts share their product knowledge and work  
with customers to create bespoke coffee solutions. Using global insights and consumer trends we  
create market led products which account for specific taste profiles, origins and labelling.

Every brand has a story, and we understand the importance of delivering nuanced flavours that will  
capture the consumers’ imagination, satisfying their thirst for a coffee product that meets their high  
standards across a range of applications.

CRAFT PRECISION. 
CONSISTENT QUALITY. 
NUANCED FLAVOUR.  
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Experts inExtraction
Coffee is one of the most exciting and diverse beverage categories in the world today.  

This multi-billion-dollar industry is driven by a varied and growing population of  
consumers who are united in their deep attachment to this once simple drink.  
The landscape may be broad, but it’s underpinned by an emphasis on flavour.  

We get that. Which is why our products taste great. 

As experts in extraction, we understand how to bring out the best in our beans, consistently. 
Our proprietary technology delivers on impact, depth of flavour, consistency and quality – 

maintaining and enhancing the subtle nuances of freshly brewed coffee.

Our global team of industry professionals provide an integrated service for our coffee 
customers. Our Certified Q Grade professionals experienced in sourcing, roasting and  

quality control enable our customers to reap the rewards of working with globally  
recognised coffee experts when sourcing their solution. 

We understand emerging and future market trends, sharing this insight with our customers. 
Whether it’s a ‘functional’ RTD coffee or a unique coffee application, we know what it takes 

to win in a crowded and competitive marketplace.

SOURCED, ROASTED, AND BREWED BY EXPERTS 
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With our expertise in coffee sourcing, we understand which origins and grades of beans will 
deliver the required profile and can work with on our global network of suppliers to deliver.

Our ethical credentials are important to us, our customers, and their consumers and we can 
offer all major coffee certifications, giving our customers peace of mind that our products 
don’t just taste good, but they do good too.  

Developing and maintaining a transparent and stable supply chain provides maximum 
traceability throughout every stage of the process which is invaluable for us as a business, 
and our customers.  

Our products comply with all necessary legislation, and our specialist regulatory team are  
on hand to advise our customers on best practice where needed.

BRINGING YOU CLOSER TO THE SOURCE 
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Ethical
We cultivate long-term relationships with our coffee growers and producers 
across the world. By meeting the suppliers in our extensive network, we  
benefit not only from a first-hand account of market conditions, but the  
stories behind the ingredients. 

We source premium grade beans which are slow roasted to enhance the  
natural sweetness and deliver a true-to-brew profile.

We understand the importance of origin among consumers, that’s why 
Colombian and Brazilian coffee solutions feature in our coffee portfolio, 
delivering distinctive taste profiles associated with these growing regions.

Our carefully crafted product range provides the world’s leading brands  
with powerful solutions that deliver on flavour every time. 

THE POWER OF PROVENANCE
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LET’S TALK
For more information about how we can help 
differentiate your products and delight  
consumers, please contact: 
enquiries@treatt.com

or visit our website
www.treatt.com
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Leading the way with innovation,  
  knowledge & passion

enquiries@treatt.com     www.treatt.com

UK
Skyliner Way, Bury St Edmunds

Suffolk, IP32 7FR
United Kingdom 

+44 (0)1284 702500

USA
4900 Lakeland Commerce Parkway,

Lakeland, Florida, 33805
United States

+1 863 668 9500

China
Room 906, Hongmei International Plaza, 

105 Tianlin Road, Xuhui District,  
Shanghai 200233, China

+86 (0)21 5426 0206


